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This Element is an excerpt from The Secrets of Economic Indicators: Hidden Clues to
Future Economic Trends and Investment Opportunities, 2nd Edition (9780132447294)
by Bernard Baumohl. Available in print and digital formats. Cut through the clutter of
economic data and focus on the economic indicators that really drive markets. Shortly
after dawn on most weekday mornings, a strange ritual takes place in Washington, D.C.
Two dozen select men and women leave home and rush off to virtual house arrest. The
location varies, but wherever it is, they always enter a strict, prison-like setting where
contact with the outside world is cut off. Then, it begins....
The Secrets of Economic IndicatorsHidden Clues to Future Economic Trends and
Investment OpportunitiesFT Press
“The obvious place to start is the financial crisis and the clearest guide to it that I’ve
read is Financial Shock by Mark Zandi. ... it is an impressively lucid guide to the big
issues.” – The New York Times “In Financial Shock, Mr. Zandi provides a concise and
lucid account of the economic, political and regulatory forces behind this binge.” – The
Wall Street Journal “Aggressive builders, greedy lenders, optimistic home buyers:
Zandi succinctly dissects the mortgage mess from start to (one hopes) finish.” – U.S.
News and World Report “A more detailed look at the crisis comes from economist Mark
Zandi, co-founder of Moody's Economy.com. His “Financial Shock” delves deeply into
the history of the mortgage market, the bad loans, the globalization of trashy subprime
paper and how homebuilders ran amok. Zandi's analysis is eye-opening. ... he paints
an impressive, more nuanced picture.” – Kiplinger's Personal Finance Magazine “If you
wonder how it could be possible for a subprime mortgage loan to bring the global
financial system and the U.S. economy to its knees, you should read this book. No one
is better qualified to provide this insight and advice than Mark Zandi.” –Larry Kudlow,
Host, CNBC’s Kudlow & Company “Every once in a while a book comes along that’s
so important, it commands recognition. This is one of them. Zandi provides a rilliant
blow-by-blow account of how greed, stupidity, and recklessness brought the first major
economic crises of the 21st entury and the most serious since the Great Depression.”
–Bernard Baumohl,Managing Director, The Economic Outlook Group and best-selling
author, The Secrets of Economic Indicators “Throughout the financial crisis Mark Zandi
has played two important roles. He has insightfully analyzed its causes and thoughtfully
recommended steps to alleviate it. This book continues those tasks and adds a
third–providing a comprehensive and comprehensible explanation of the issues that is
accessible to the general public and extremely useful to those who specialize in the
area.” –Barney Frank, Chairman, House Financial Services Committee The subprime
crisis created a gigantic financial catastrophe. What happened? How did it happen?
How can we prevent similar crises from happening again? Mark Zandi answers all
these critical questions–systematically, carefully, and in plain English. Zandi begins with
a fast-paced overview and then illuminates the deepest causes, from the psychology of
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homeownership to Alan Greenspan’s missteps. You’ll see the home “flippers” at work
and the real estate agents who cheered them on. You’ll learn how Internet technology
and access to global capital transformed the mortgage industry, helping irresponsible
lenders drive out good ones. Zandi demystifies the complex financial engineering that
enabled lenders to hide deepening risks, shows how global investors eagerly bought in,
and explains how flummoxed regulators failed to prevent disaster, despite crucial
warning signs. Most important, Zandi offers indispensable advice for investors who
must recognize emerging bubbles, policymakers who must improve oversight, and
citizens who must survive whatever comes next. Liar’s loans, flippers, predatory
lenders, delusional homebuilders How the housing market came unhinged, and the
whirlwind came together Alan Greenspan’s trillion-dollar bet Betting on the boom,
ignoring the bubble The subprime market goes global Worldwide investors get a piece
of the action–and reap the results Wall Street’s alchemists: conjuring up Frankenstein
New financial instruments and their hidden contents Back to the future: risk
management for the 21st century Respecting the “animal spirits” that drive even the
most sophisticated markets
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“This is the real deal. Baumohl miraculously breathes life into economic indicators and
statistics.” –The Wall Street Journal “This is the most up-to-date guide to economic
indicators and their importance to financial markets in print. The coverage of lessreported indicators, especially those from nongovernment sources, is hard to find
elsewhere. The inclusion of the actual published tables helps the newer student of the
markets find the data in the public release. For anyone trying to follow the economic
data, this should be next to your computer so that you can understand and find the data
on the Internet.” –David Wyss, Chief Economist, Standard and Poor’s “I find
Baumohl’s writing fascinating. In addition to the famous indicators, he includes many
that I hadn’t heard of. I really appreciate that he tells you exactly where to find each
indicator on the Web. Just about anyone who’s serious about understanding which way
the economy is headed will want to read this book. It could be a classic.” –Harry
Domash, Columnist for MSN Money and Publisher, Winning Investing Newsletter
“Bernie Baumohl has accomplished something of real value in The Secrets of
Economic Indicators. He has successfully demystified the world of financial and
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economic news that bombards us in our daily lives. Both professional investors and
casual observers of the world of finance and economics will be grateful for what he has
done. The constant stream of heretofore bewildering news from the world of business
and finance can now be easily understood. Every businessperson or investor should
keep a copy of Baumohl’s book close at hand as he or she catches up on the
business, stock market, and economic events of the day. It is great, at long last, to have
someone who has eliminated what may have been so perplexing to so many and to
have done so with such remarkable clarity.” –Hugh Johnson, Chairman and Chief
Investment Officer of Johnson Illington Advisors “Bernie Baumohl has written a mustread educational and reference book that every individual investor will find
indispensable for watching, monitoring, and interpreting the markets. The daily flow of
high frequency economic indicators is the stuff that makes financial markets move and
that can signal the big trends that make or break investor portfolios. Most important,
Bernie’s long experience in reporting economics for Time Magazine helps make the
‘dismal science’ lively and interesting.” –Allen Sinai, President and Chief Global
Economist, Decision Economics, Inc. “Baumohl has a gift for taking a complicated
subject and allowing it to read like a fast-moving novel. My confidence in reading and
understanding economic indicators as portrayed in this book made me realize the
possibilities this information holds for improving my personal net worth as well as
navigating my business toward higher profits. I recommend this book if you care about
your future finances.” –Morris E. Lasky, CEO, Lodging Unlimited, Inc.; Manager and
consultant for $6 billion in hotel assets; Chairman, Lodging Conference; Chairman,
International Hotel Conference “I think this is an excellent book. It’s well written,
accessible to a variety of readers, deals with an interesting and important subject, and
covers the topic well. It deserves to get a lot of notice and use.” –D. Quinn Mills, Alfred
J. Weatherhead, Jr., Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business School
“Economic statistics, employment data, Federal Reserve surveys. Think they are
boring? Think again! They can drive markets into a frenzy, causing billions of dollars to
be made or lost in an instant. Bernie Baumohl brilliantly, clearly, and, yes, entertainingly
describes what every investor and business manager should know about economic
indicators: which ones move markets, how to interpret them, and how to use them to
spot and capitalize on future economic trends. The Secrets of Economic Indicators is
an extraordinary and insightful work–an enormously important contribution to the body
of financial literature. Read it and then keep it on your desk. Consult it the next time you
are deluged with a flurry of economic statistics. Your understanding certainly will be
enhanced, and your portfolio will likely be as well.” –Robert Hormats, Vice Chairman,
Goldman Sachs (International) “If you want to make money investing, this is an
essential trend-tracking tool that will help get you to the bank. This book is the real deal.
Bernard Baumohl miraculously breathes life into deadly economic indicators and boring
statistics . . . he knows what he’s talking about, and his expertise proves it.” –Gerald
Celente, Director, The Trends Research Institute COMPLETELY UPDATED! THE
PLAIN-ENGLISH, UP-TO-THE-MINUTE GUIDE TO ECONOMIC INDICATORS: WHAT
THEY MEAN, AND HOW TO USE THEM! Every day, investments bounce wildly in
response to new economic indicators: statistics that provide crucial clues about the
future of the economy and the markets. Now, you can use these indicators to make
smarter investment decisions, just like the professionals. You don’t need an economics
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degree, or a CPA–just The Secrets of Economic Indicators, Second Edition! Using up-tothe-minute examples and real-world stories, former TIME Magazine senior economics
reporter Bernard Baumohl illuminates every U.S. and foreign indicator that matters right
now. You’ll learn where to find them, what their track records are, how to interpret
them, and how to use that information to make better decisions. Baumohl has
thoroughly updated this best-seller with new data, new examples, new indicators, and
revised analyses–including a new assessment of the value of yield curves in predicting
business cycles. Thousands of investors and business planners swore by the First
Edition: these updates make it even more valuable. • New! Today’s 10 most crucial
leading indicators Better ways to predict economic turning points in time to profit • Get
ahead of the curve with the latest U.S. indicators New insights into U.S. employment,
monetary policy, inflation, capital flows, and more • Emerging foreign indicators you
need to track From China to India, Europe to Brazil...and beyond • Making sense of
indicators in conflict What to do when the numbers disagree • Finding the data Free
Web resources for the latest economic data • Which economic indicators really matter
right now? • What do they mean for stocks, bonds, interest rates, currencies...your
portfolio? • How can you use them to make faster, smarter investment decisions? •
Simple, clear, non-technical, friendly, usable...the only book of its kind! • By Bernard
Baumohl, renowned economic analyst and former award-winning TIME Magazine
financial journalist New edition, with extensive new coverage: • Many new U.S. and
global indicators, from new employment reports to box office receipts • New examples
and up-to-the-minute data • Updated analyses of yield curves and other key metrics •
More international coverage • New rankings of leading economic indicators, and much
more About the Author xiii What’s New in the Second Edition? xv Preface xvii
Acknowledgments xxiii Chapter 1 The Lock-Up 1 Chapter 2 A Beginner’s Guide:
Understanding the Lingo 17 Chapter 3 The Most Influential U.S. Economic Indicators
25 Chapter 4 International Economic Indicators: Why Are They So Important? 325
Chapter 5 Best Web Sites for U.S. Economic Indicators 373 Chapter 6 Best Web Sites
for International Economic Indicators 381 Index 387

IN the republic of letters, there is no member of such inferior rank, or who is so
much disdained by his brethren of the quill, as the humble Novelist; nor is his fate
less hard in the world at large, since, among the whole class of writers, perhaps
not one can be named of which the votaries are more numerous but less
respectable. Yet, while in the annals of those few of our predecessors, to whom
this species of writing is indebted for being saved from contempt, and rescued
from depravity, we can trace such names as Rousseau, Johnson,(1)Marivaux,
Fielding, Richardson, and Smollett, no man need blush at starting from the same
post, though many, nay, most men, may sigh at finding themselves distanced.
The following letters are presented to the Public-for such, by novel writers, novel
readers will be called,-with a very singular mixture of timidity and confidence,
resulting from the peculiar situation of the editor; who, though trembling for their
success from a consciousness of their imperfections, yet fears not being involved
in their disgrace, while happily wrapped up in a mantle of impenetrable obscurity.
To draw characters from nature, though not from life, and to mark the manners of
the times, is the attempted plan of the following letters. For this purpose, a young
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female, educated in the most secluded retirement, makes, at the age of
seventeen, her first appearance upon the great and busy stage of life; with a
virtuous mind, a cultivated understanding, and a feeling heart, her ignorance of
the forms, and inexperience in the manners of the world, occasion all the little
incidents which these volumes record, and which form the natural progression of
the life of a young woman of obscure birth, but conspicuous beauty, for the first
six months after her Entrance into the world.
Simplified Chinese edition of "Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China."
In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
For years, investors, business strategists, and policymakers worldwide have
turned to one book to help them translate the massive flow of economic data into
knowledge for intelligent decision-making. The Wall Street Journal called this
book "…the real deal," saying it "miraculously breathes life into economic
indicators and statistics." That book is Bernie Baumohl’s classic best-seller The
Secrets of Economic Indicators. Now, in a brand-new Third Edition, Baumohl has
thoroughly updated his classic to reflect the latest US and foreign economic
indicators, and brand-new insights into what all of today’s leading indicators
mean. Baumohl introduces dozens of new, forward-looking economic markers,
including those that monitor small business plans, freight traffic shifts, web
searches, and even gambling. He also presents several real-time foreign
indicators for anticipating swings in European and Asian economies. He explains
what’s happened to the global and domestic U.S. economy in recent years,
showing how financial crises impact investments, strategy, and economic
indicators. New graphics more clearly illuminate how key indicators impact
interest rates, bond and stock prices, and currency values; and hundreds of
websites containing US and global economic indicators have been updated. This
classic book has long been considered an invaluable resource by professionals
who need to understand the true meaning of the latest economic trends. With this
new edition, Bernie Baumohl has made it even more useful.
The IMF's 2012 Annual Report chronicles the response of the Fund's Executive
Board and staff to the global financial crisis and other events during financial year
2012, which covers the period from May 1, 2011, through April 30, 2012. The
print version of the Report is available in eight languages (Arabic, Chinese,
English, French, German, Japanese, Russian, and Spanish), along with a CDROM (available in English only) that includes the Report text and ancillary
materials, including the Fund's Financial Statements for FY2012.
Traditional Chinese edition of Zhu Rongji and The Transformation of Modern
China
This amazing book reveals the secrets of years of research into economic
indicators. Dr. Field discovered there are only 8 indicators needed to predict
market cycles. This book clearly shows you how to locate, evaluate and use the 8
indicators and then determine the market stage. Dr. Field provides you with
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candidates to buy or sell at every one of the 10 market stages to enable you to
profit from every business cycle. These indicators give you the inside scoop on
the economy and the stock market long before the cycles change. It accurately
predicted the 2001 and 2008 recessions and the market tops of 1998 and 2006.
You will be astounded at the ease of use and accuracy of these 8 'magic'
indicators.
"As an asset protection lawyer, I think Mandell and Jarvis brilliantly explain the most
effective wealth protection strategies. A must-read for advisors and clients alike."
-Arnold S. Goldstein, PhD, LLM, JD author, Asset Protection Secrets "I really
appreciate the 'Risk Factor Analysis.' It is a unique tool for diagnosing-and then solvingsome of the toughest problems in maintaining and protecting your wealth." -Gordon
Klein, JD, CPA, lecturer, UCLA's Anderson Graduate School of Management, frequent
CNBC Commentator "Chris and David's concept of a 'Personal Economy' should be
heeded by every individual investor. If you want to grow and shield what's yours, this
book is a great start." -Jonathan Guryan, PhD, Asst. Professor of Economics University
of Chicago Graduate School of Business The interest in protecting one's wealth is
universal. Wealth Protection: Build and Preserve Your Financial Fortress serves as the
ultimate handbook for readers who want to build their family's financial fortress and
shield it from potential risks.
??????,????????:?????????:??????;?????????????:???????????????????;???????????
???????——???????;?????????
If you could design the perfect market to trade, what would it look like? One that has
international exposure? High liquidity? Low-margin requirements? Smaller contracts
suitable for smaller accounts? Low-cost transaction fees? Stable market prices?
Predictable price movement? No directional bias? Offer the ability to go long or short
with uptick requirements? No limit up or limit down rules like in the futures market? The
ability to trade around the clock to match your schedule? Offer a wide variety of
instruments to trade? The Forex offers all of those things and more. Each day, more
than $3 trillion US dollars worth of currencies are traded daily on the Forex across the
globe, round the clock. The Forex never sleeps and offers dozens of currency pairs to
trade round the clock. Never before has a market been so open and transparent to
Forex trading beginners or to veteran traders than in the 21st century Forex market.
But, even while offering so much, forex trading for beginners can be a frustrating
experience if you don't understand what makes the Forex tick. Especially if you lack
reliable Forex trading strategies which can put yourself at unnecessary risk. For
example, while Forex price action is considered more stable than the equity markets,
you have to understand the impact of international economic reports in Forex trading.
Then, you also have to know how to navigate around the games that are played with
these reports. Insiders "leak" news concerning these reports to stir up Forex price
action since there is no insider trading rules in the Forex. If you understand these
nuances up front before you try your hand at Forex trading then you're less likely to fall
for these head-fakes and feints by the insiders and suffer unnecessary losses. Better
yet, if you have an arsenal of Forex trading tools then you'll be able to look at the price
action taking place and easily determine the trend and where you're entry and exit
points are before you ever take a position. Whether you prefer Forex scalping to swing
trading or taking longer-term positions, the ability to read price action, combine effective
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technical indicators, and have a plan in place to control risk and maximize your profits is
critical to the path of profitability in Forex trading. In the following chapters and pages,
you'll learn: - What the key economic indicators are (and how to use them). - Why it's
important to diversify your trading strategies. - A 5-step plan to maintain discipline in
your trades. - What Ichinioku Clouds are and how to spot trading opportunities with
them. - Comprehensive risk strategies to help insulate yourself from loss. - How to
protect yourself from fraud. - How to use pivot points to spot "invisible" support and
resistance levels. - The four types of price gaps to watch for and how to profit with
them. - How to "ride" momentum to higher profits. - Where the financial epicenter of
Forex volume is located (and it's not in the U.S.). - How to combine the 20-day EMA
and MACD into a formidable trading strategy. - Don't have alot of money? Welcome to
the world of Forex Mini-Accounts. - How to read price action with candlestick patterns. Keep your emotions in check (not knowing this can lead to sleepless nights). Technical price patterns and what to watch for, and what to ignore. - How to combine
price action, indicators, and technical patterns to form bullet-proof trading strategies.
Ready? Then go to the upper right-hand portion of the screen and click the orange
"Add to Cart" button and get started now!
This is the first comprehensive training guide for speculators and investors interested in
stocks, bonds, currencies and commodities. It is written by a global macro portfolio
manager in easy to understand English, using many real world examples. It describes
what works and doesnt work, and encompasses fundamental analysis, technical
analysis, economic analysis, system trading, strategies, etc. Here is a list of topics:
Step-by-Step Fundamental Analysis, Income Statement Analysis, Balance Sheet
Analysis, Ratio Analysis, Cash flow Statement Analysis, Company and Market
Valuation (P/E, PEG, P/E Bands, P/B Bands, P/S Bands. DCF, Valuation
Triangulation), Economic Analysis (including economic indicators), Industry Analysis,
Technical Analysis (incl. technical formations, technical indicators, leading indicators),
Intermarket Analysis, Sentiment Indicators, Market Breadth Indicators, Commodities
(with technical/fundamental analysis), Currencies (with technical/fundamental analysis),
Using ETFs/ETNs to play commodites/currencies, All about ETFs (much better version
of mutual funds), Short Selling, Investing Themes, Money Management, Common (and
costly) Mistakes, Starbucks/ Caterpillar Case Study, Strategies / Stock Screening, How
to know what insiders and star managers are buying, Lazy Mans Way to Riches, Really
Lazy Mans Way to Riches, Hedge Fund Analysis, The Trouble with Wall Street, Traders
tips that are not available anywhere else, The famous turtle trading guide (for free),
This Element is an excerpt from The Secrets of Economic Indicators: Hidden Clues to
Future Economic Trends and Investment Opportunities, 2nd Edition (9780132447294)
by Bernard Baumohl. Available in print and digital formats. Cut through the clutter of
economic data and focus on the economic indicators that really drive markets. Shortly
after dawn on most weekday mornings, a strange ritual takes place in Washington, D.C.
Two dozen select men and women leave home and rush off to virtual house arrest. The
location varies, but wherever it is, they always enter a strict, prison-like setting wher.
This Element is an excerpt from The Secrets of Economic Indicators: Hidden Clues to
Future Economic Trends and Investment Opportunities, 2nd Edition (9780132447294)
by Bernard Baumohl. Available in print and digital formats. Cut through the clutter of
economic data and focus on the economic indicators that really drive markets. Shortly
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after dawn on most weekday mornings, a strange ritual takes place in Washington, D.C.
Two dozen select men and women leave home and rush off to virtual house arrest. The
location varies, but wherever it is, they always enter a strict, prison-like setting where
contact with the outside world is cut off. Then, it begins ...
Through use of practical examples and a plainspoken narrative style that minimises the
use of maths, this book demystifies data concepts, sources, and methods for public
service professionals interested in understanding economic and social issues at the
regional level. By blending elements of a general interest book, a textbook, and a
reference book, it equips civic leaders, public administrators, urban planners, nonprofit
executives, philanthropists, journalists, and graduate students in various public affairs
disciplines to wield social and economic data for the benefit of their communities. While
numerous books about quantitative research exist, few focus specifically on the public
sector. Running the Numbers, in contrast, explores a wide array of topics of regional
importance, including economic output, demographics, business structure, labour
markets, and income, among many others. To that end, the book stresses practical
applications, minimises the use of maths, and employs extended, chapter-length
examples that demonstrate how analytical tools can illuminate the social and economic
workings of actual American regions.
????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Naked Economics: Undressing the Dismal Science. The
book may be a college economics reference book, but it is not anything like a textbook.
The book is written with wit, humor, clear examples, and you don't have to be a student
of economics to enjoy the book - yes, the word is "enjoy." Go ahead, read it. Your
understanding of economics will improve greatly and effortlessly. In Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Written by America's most respected Fed watcher-Dr. David Jones-Unlocking the
Secrets of the Fed gets inside the world of monetary and fiscal policymaking and
explains how understanding and anticipating the actions of the Federal Reserve is
critical to your investment success. This straightforward and well-rounded guide offers a
wealth of practical information on the leading economic policy institution in the world-the
Federal Reserve. This unique book: * Addresses the impact of Federal Reserve actions
on the economy and the average American's wealth-creation potential * Closely
examines the Fed's policy objectives, operating techniques, and favorite financial and
economic indicators * Reviews the modern-day Fed's main challenges * Underscores
the important role that psychology plays in our nation's economic expansions and
contractions * Explains asset price bubbles and the implications for the economy *
Assesses the performance of contemporary Fed leaders such as William McChesney
Martin, Paul Volcker, and Alan Greenspan As one of the pioneers of "Fed watching,"
Dr. Jones knows all there is to know about the Federal Reserve. Take this opportunity
to learn how the Federal Reserve's decisions affect your investments as well as the
economy as a whole.
The Wall Street Journal Guide to the 50 Economic Indicators that Really Matter is a
must-have guide for investors. Dow Jones columnist Simon Constable and respected
financial historian Robert E. Wright offer valuable tips and insight to help investors
forecast and exploit sea changes in the global macroeconomic climate. Unlike other
investment handbooks, Constable and Wright’s guide explores the not widely known
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economic indicators that the smartest investors watch closely in order to beat the stock
market—from “Big Macs” to “Zombie Banks.” Not only valuable and informative, The
Wall Street Journal Guide to the 50 Economic Indicators that Really Matter is also
wonderfully irreverent and endlessly entertaining, making it the most fun to read
investors’ guide on the market.
The Global Innovation Index 2018 provides detailed metrics about the innovation
performance of 126 countries and economies around the world. Its 80 indicators
explore a broad vision of innovation, including political environment, education,
infrastructure and business sophistication. The GII 2018 analyses the energy innovation
landscape of the next decade and identifies possible breakthroughs in fields such as
energy production, storage, distribution, and consumption. It also looks at how
breakthrough innovation occurs at the grassroots level and describes how small-scale
renewable systems are on the rise.
WIPO’s latest World Intellectual Property Report (WIPR) explores the role of IP at the
nexus of innovation and economic growth, focusing on the impact of breakthrough
innovations.
????5???,??????????,???????,???????????????,?????????,??.
Institutional profit realization has become highly contingent on research education,
investment, and planning; yet, the methodology of research may not be clear to young
researchers or students of Economics and Management Science. In Research and
Profit Maximization in Finance and Economics, author Christopher Warburton breaks
the methodology of research into three component parts: the essence of research;
avenues from which data on economic indicators could be obtained; and the estimation
of assorted models for forecasting economic indicators to maximize profit. The central
concept of profit maximization is presented to incorporate the optimization problem in
Economics. The substitution, Langrangean, graphing, and linear programming methods
of optimization are fully explained. Data and model discussions include practical
examples of stationary and non-stationary data, as well as univariate, multivariate, and
atheoretic (Box-Jenkins) regression models. Research and Profit Maximization in
Finance and Economics is a concise presentation to meet notable challenges in
academic and business research, which involve data collection, basic data estimation,
forecasting, and profit maximization.
When the economy slows, a vicious cycle begins. People cut back on spending, so
companies sell less and see their profits shrink. Workers are laid off, leading to even
less consumer spending. With lower incomes, people pay less in taxes, and the
government can't fund its programs and services, reducing the quality of life for its
citizens, who grow ever more fearful and less likely to spend money. Now, more than
ever, young people need to understand the mechanisms of recession—how it begins,
what happens when it takes hold, and how and when recovery begins. Armed with
good information and useful knowledge, readers will feel less bewildered by economic
events that seem beyond their control and better able to plan ahead for inevitable dips
in the business cycle. Forewarned is forearmed, and knowledge is power. This book
offers a highly empowering insight into the inner workings of the economy and the
secrets to weathering even the worst recessionary storm.
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